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AT71127      5 Piece Wire Installer's Kit
                        Applicable:
                         Developed for safer and more accurate working
                          in electrical wiring, re-wiring, and component
                          placement and removal operations while
                          reducing the chance of damage to a wire's
                          insulation. Useful in all kinds of automotive,
                          aerospace, marine and industrial environments
                          these wire control tools allow the user to push,
                          pull, and feed wires safer in hard to reach areas
                          and panels.
                         Carefully selected tool tips assist the placement
                          and extraction of cables, connectors and
                          components. Enable safer prying and opening
                          of control panels, inspection covers and plastic
                          case assemblies.
 
                         Not Warranted for High Voltage Use
                         We have three different colors �  Red, Black, Blue

AT71129      Hot Stapler Plastic Repair System
                        Applicable:
                         Hot Plastic Stapler lightweight, handheld machine
                          enables metal staples to be pressed into plastics
                          in a quick and simple process, so lugs on lighting
                          housing and splits in plastic parts can be stapled
                          together, often saving them from the scrap heap.
                         Power: 110 ~ 240V
                         Material: PS

AT71131      Fixing Clamp Set
                        Applicable:
                         For a clamping range of 0-5mm.
                         Instead of grip or clamp pliers, use the fixing clamp
                          to fix metal sheets.Put the fixing clamp into the
                          special pliers and open them. Slide the opened
                          fixing clamp over the metal sheets. Finally release
                          the load abd remove the pliers from the metal
                          sheets. You can remove the fixing clamp in the
                          opposite way.
                         Advantages:
                          -Quick installation and removal of the clamps.
                          -Wide clamping range at small dimensions.
                          -Easy to readjust the metal sheets.
                          -Low-price alternative instead of grip pliers.
                          -The small dimension (like a door sealing) allows
                            to adjust different gaps easily.
                          -Application also for hardly accessible places.
                         Material: Cr-Mo Steel, Chrome Plated Finish

AT71133      25PCs Thread Extractor Set
                        Applicable:
                         Special design for broken screw in the engine or
                          general using.
                         Material: Special Steel, Black  Finish
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